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The advent of microarray technology has enabled biomedical researchers to monitor changes in
the expression levels of thousands of genes. Until recently, however, the mechanisms driving
these changes have been harder to study in a similarly high-throughput level. A recent tech-
nological innovation, chromatin immuno-precipitation (ChIP) coupled with microarray (chip)
analysis, hence the name ChIP-chip, now makes it possible for researchers to identify regions of
a given genome that are bound by specific DNA binding proteins (transcription factors). Here
we present a flexible and robust Bayesian hierarchical model for the analysis of ChIP-chip data
that incorporates the spatial structure (probe dependence) while borrowing strength from all the
probes. Detection of bound regions is based on the full posterior distribution of the parameters.
Our model is illustrated using two ChIP-chip experiments on Affymetrix tiling arrays. The data
were background adjusted and normalized using MAT (Model based Analysis of Tiling Arrays)
developed by Johnson et al. (2006). MAT uses the probe sequence information and the copy
number on each array to perform background adjustment and normalization. We compare our
Bayesian approach to Tilemap (Ji and Wong, 2005), the Wilcoxon rank sum (WRS) test used in
Cawley et al. (2004) and the hiearchical gamma mixture model of Keles (2005).
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